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LET'S GETMOVING!

Maybe you don't feel at ease flapping your arms or bending with

the'wid. But still, you've decided to try somemovement activities

in your classroom.

t'llet; Once you get started, that movement activities can

bp enjoyable- pr both you and the children, and 'can provide children

with opportbnities to:

. explore all the different ways their bodies can move,

practice coordinating movement with rhythm,

learn how movement is related to time, space, force, and flow, and
4

. discover
P.
that'all kinds of ideas and cohcepts can be expressed

and communicatd to others -- through movement.

Some children will' take naturally to movement activities;

others are to feel self-conscious and.embarrassed, especially at

first.' So it's a good idea to begin gradually with a few warm-ups

and imagery exercises.

Circle. Exercises

Have the children it in a-circle on the floor, and tell them

that you're going to be 'exploring different ways abodAan move. Ask

each child to move his arm in a circle first slOwly, then quickly.

Add other dimensions: position in space (arm up high, down low); force

(heavy, li t); flow (jerky, smooth). First do each Movement separately;

8mlater, try bining two or more movements (smooth apd high, low and slow etc.

- Then try the same activities with other body parts, like a foot or

1
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elbow. Have the children practice movement activities in different

directions, too: left, right, in front, in back, forward, backward,

sideways.

Make sure the children know what you mean when'you say slow

and smooth, fast and jerky, twist and turn. (Agree on common terms right*,

from.the start to avoid confusion later when You ask children.to

combine a number of different movements.) /

SoMe other circle activities rou might ask the children to do:

.Expand and deflate like a balloon (from a sitting toCa standing

position).

.Get up and down within five beats of the drui as if you were thin

as a toothpick, as if yoU were very fat, as if someone were pulip

you up by, the neck.

.Use your nose and point to the clock. Use your elbow,and point

to the light on the ceiling. Use your knee to point to the'door.

Imagery and Mime Exercises

Ask each child to "make a picture in his mind's eye" bf

P
a tree in the wind and then telt the rest of the group what that picture

is like. You'll get a variety of answers: Robbie might be thinking of

the willow tree blowing gently, ,,Jane might picture a palm. tree in

a hurricane, Nancy. might describe a tall pine that only sways a little

at the top. This kind of activity helps children see that each of

them has a different way of thinking about the same thing. You can explain

that when you're doing movement in the classroom, you want each child

to make this same kind of "picture in his mind" before he begins to move.

You want to encourage'each child to create his own movements rather

than copy, someone else's.

2
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Here are a few ideas to help the children practice making images.

Sayto the children:

.Imagine that you have a needle in your hand. See if you can pass

it to your neighbor without dropping it. (Then try this with a cup,

kitten, a tray with glasses full of water, etc. Let the children think

of,other objects sto pass.)

.Pretend there's_a box right in front of you. Now pull something

`'out of the Apox. Does it have a handle? a long neck? Is it round? heavy?

Thinkhow big the box might be.

Activities in Space.

As both you and the children begin to feel more eqmfortable about

doing movement.activities., you might try some exercises that can be done

in a very small area. Here are a few samples:

.Pretend you are a snowman melting in the sun; a tree in a wind storm.

.Can you: jump, turn, jump? stretch, turn, twist? (You could try

. these in high or low space, maybe to a Arum beat.) t

.Can you be a box? a bowl? a .snake? a bird eating a worm? a. very

large animal?

.WIW many ways can you push a doorbell button without using your hands?

When you think the chidren are confident and ready to move freely

over a wider area, begin exercises across space. A few ideas:

. Pretend you have a heavy-weight onyour right 6houlder. Move

across the room slowly.

. You wake up in a room full4of feathers. How are you going

to get across the room to the door? Now pretend it's a room with a foot

of water in it.

' '
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Someone has spilled honey-all over the floor. You have to
-

walk-across,it to get to the telephone.

. Your left ankle is sore and stiff from a fall. Walk across the

room, first very slowly, then in a hurry.

.''t..Tsten to the rhythm. Think of a way to move across the floor.

You're walking in a forest and have to cross a stream. You

have echoice of trying to find a pathway on stones in the water Csome

small, slippery, far apart,.etc:') or balancing your way over a narrow

tree that's fallen across the water.

.

You're rearranging furniture in the room. Pretend that you're

pushing a heavy armchair across theroom; asMall table; a rug.

As children begin to enjoy these activities; you might suggest thAt

a few children work together-in pairs or small groups. Let them talk

about different/7+s of doing the movements; they may want to put their

ideas together.

Working in Pairs and Small Groups

Children working in pairs or in groups of .3, 4, or 5, might enjoy

activities such as these:

.Form letters or numbers together ("3" or "4", would be easy at first).

Expre,$s the concept "round" in a umber of different ways. Now

try being a box, or a chair.

.Let one child be a lump of clay. One or two other children can'

"shape" the clay into a round form, a tall, thin one, etc. by pushing

or rolling gently, moving arms and legs into different4'positions. Then

let children reverse roles.

.Have children face each other and play follow-the-leader with
,

/
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different kinds of hand, arm or body movements. ReverSe rc.7 es.

.Ask each child'to be a machine part and then to make the sound of

that part. Start the machine parts one at a time with their sounds.

Move across the room as one machine.

.Create through movement a'story using three different forms of

water (steam, ice and liquid). Add sounds and motion to the exercise.

.Have three children be different parts of one animal. Can they

sh6w how the animal would walk? eat? drink?
c'

Adding. to Movement

A good way to make movement activities more interesting i
A
s to add

props such as carpet piecW, scarves, plastic or yarn pompons, crepe

. .

streamers, b lloons, bean bass, pillows, feathers, hats, masks, etc.

(Make sure These props add to tiremovement activities and don't become

a distracting element.) You might also want. to use musical instruments.

Records motivateechildren to explore and express themselve,s. Put on

a record.with soft flowing music to encourage the'child to move freely

around the room. Add a scarf or balloon. See if the movement changes.

Now change the record, put op lively music and see whaOkappens. Have

_k.

the children move individually 4t fir+At, then in pairs, (Notice how

the activity changes again.)

A Few Things to Remember

7.

When you begin to use movement activities in.your classroom or center

here .are a few general suggestions to keep in mind:

.
Make sure you've pushed furniture and other smaller objects out

of the way so that children can move across the room freely. Check to

see that the floor is free of tacks, pins, and other sharp objects,

5
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espea ally if children have their shoes bff.

. Use one instrument (drum or tambourine is, good) for esta'lishing

rhythmic patterns, adding an \ccent to a beat, or to signal the group

to stop and start.

Check into outdoor space. Being able to move freely on a

playground or grassy area adds a whole new dimenSion to movement.

. Be aware that children's enthusiasm for movement activit
Ast,

decreases when they have to wait a long time for a turn,. (Divide your

children into several groups instead of two long_lines, for instance.)

From time to time, encourage individual children or small groups

to let the rest of the children see what they'ue beenjAoing. Ifo

children see different interpretations o,kthe same exercise they

may grow more confident about expressing their own ideas and feelings.

6
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TIPS ON HANDLING TRANSITIOIITIMES

Your aide hasn't arrived yet; but all is golag well. As yoiere

helping the last few children get their boots off, Marcia (who's been

contentedly working a puzzle) realizes her mother has left and let/

)
o t

a piercing howl.

. You're passing out instruments for music time and find you're

. Five short. As you try to figure out what to do, the decibel level in

the room reaches record heights.

. The bus has arrived for the field 'rip to the zoo. Ted and

. Donny are first in line at the door of your room. Donny pushes' Ted

who jostles Elaine whcLis hurriedly returning the big jar of red paint

to th/e couter. Catastrophe!

Even in well-planned centers or preschool, there are times like

thesANwhen things just seem to fall'hpart. You may-find that many of

your difficult times occur in peri s of transition: transition between

home and school, between different ctivities, between something that's

become part of your regular routine nd a special event, or at times

when children move fromaone place or teacher to another. In almost
'fit 1

all these transitions, there's a change in pace and mood which somehow

Creates a sense of uneasiness that can interrupt the flow of the day.

Planning ahead is probably the key to makirig these transition times

smoother. for yourself and the children. It helps to think through in

advance what you're going to do, to get together all \the materialS you'll

7
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need, to think about some of the things that might go wrong, and to

plan a variety of activities that children can do on their own.

The transition between home and school is difficult for those

childrenwho feel a bit uneasy about leaving home territory.

Having a certain amount of routine at arrival time makes it easier

1
for some children to get into the swing of the day. Let children know

t.

that they can' go hang up their coats, take their-show-and-tell treasure's

tto a certain place, or 1p set out fieakfast things. If some early

arrivals like to stay with you,near the door as you welcome the other
st

children, they might help Billy get his boots off, find Lucy's missing

mitten, or get Marcia's favorite toy if she looks tearful.

You'll want/to make the most of the brief time you have to talk

with parents. It helps to find out that David's father is ih the

hospital and that Joan's grandmother is visiting. (You'll understand

then why David suddenly gets upset so easily and why Joan keeps asking

"Is it time to go home yet?")

If you don't have enough regular help,and get along well with

one or more mothers, who don't have to go back home or to work right away,

suggest that they stay awhile some dayS andhelp the children get started.

a
Children have different levels of involliement in what they're-doing:

som can stop one activity and go on to the next right away; others wind

up and down slowly. It may take Jimmy a long time to decide what he's

going to paint, but once he gets started he becomes totally absorbed.

8
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Why not sometim s let him have his midmorning snack right where he's
.

. ,.. 1

,

-working instead of insisting that'he stop painting and come to the table?

If Joan cant seem to settle down after playing outdoOrs,,dp't insist

thai, she go directly to the rug where a group is Waiting for story time.

(She'll only.st'art teasing Gina and disrupt the story.) You might

suggest that she look for the Red Riding Hood puppet and play with it
,

as you read the story.

When Johnny is bursting with energy` and obviously not ready for

the quiet activity you've planAed, suggest/that he move the tri ycles

and wagons out to the play yard, put paper on the ease or water Ihe

plants. .

While'some,children need a little time to themselves between activities,

most Children don't like to wait-very long with nothing to do. Some-
,

times they'll-get-into mischief just to relieve the boredom of standing

in line to wash hands, or waiting until everyone else puts things

7,_..,away so another activity can begin.

It's a good idea to plan-a variety of things children can do by

themselves or with a few other children whenever there's a wait between

activities. Pegboards, puzzles, listening to records, etc., are good

for transition times. You can also ask children who aren't buSy if

they'd like to help you. (For instance, Jack and Ellen might set out

it?

and count the musical 4.nstruments if they've finished their lotto game.

Or Susie and Jeff could straighten"the housekeeping corner.)

(-42
Ongoing projects that children can dip, in and out of are good for

any transition time. Let Sally- know that any time she's finishe&early

9
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she can go over and work on her seed mosaic or.start another box building.

for the class village. 'If Tod and Allan hNe a weather project going,

you might suggest that etweenworktime andjuice ,they could take their.

thermometer Outside and check the temperature.

Almost as important as planning ahead is learning to unptan -- to

be flexible enough to, abandon a project that's not working out an4-start

another activity. Learn to capitalize on unexpected events.

The sudden snow squall that's taking the,children's attention

away from the math games will undoubtedly be the highlight of the day,

and can'te an invaluable learning experience as well. Put away the games

and let the children go to the windows. Ask the children what they

like to do bestdin the snow, ask if anyone has been in a really big

Flow, and if possible, go outside right away before the snow stops. (Later,

when you Come back inside you can read a story, find some songs about

snow, make snow pictures, etc.)

If the repairmen start pounding on the roof of your center in the

middle of story time, take advantage of the interruption. Go outside

With.thetthildren so they can watch the workmen and ask them some

questions. (Do you ever fall off'? How long does it take to make a

roof?) Some children might want to inspect the roof scraps and later

find out more about different kinds of roofs.

44

If there's a sudden emergency (Sharon throws up in the housekeeping

corner, Eddie comes in with a bleeding knee, the toilet overflows) stop

what you're doing and have your aide direct the children away from the

problem area and suggest activities while you attend fo the immediate

"10
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probleN. You might ask Robbie to get out the first aid kit while you

,wash off Eddie's knee, or'have Lucinda and Plancy go find the janitor r

themop-up supplies.

? Later on, after an emegency has been handled and ypU have the

chila assembled again, you might review safety rules or encourage

gscussion about what happened (to explain how to prevent the same kind

of accident from hap ndng again, or to ieassure the children that

Sharon and Eddie will be fine in a little while.)

Don't try to keep a strict chedule on special days, the day

you're going to the aquarium,. for\instance. Instead, try to center

your activities around what is going to 'happen. Put out a collection

of, books about fish and aquariums, talk about how the fish get in the

aquarium, try to show a film or filmstrip if possible. Talk about

how you'll get to the aquariuM, what the building is like, some of the

things you'll see.

Try not to have, children line up at the door to wait for the

bus driver. Start putting things away in plenty of time, and then fill

in the time with group singing or finger plays, or let children get

out a few games at can be put away quickly./th

Be preps with a few games to use in case you have to wait

a little while on a street corner or in a building for the bus

back to the center. Guessing games (I'm looking at something red

can you guess what it is?) and continued stories (each child adds

on to a story you start) sometimes work well. When you get back

to the center, don't expect the children to settle down immediately

4,
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into routine activities. Suggest that anyone who wants to can look through

the books and pictures again (they'll probably mean more now), ol draw

and color different kinds of fish, that later can be pasted on a mural. Or

you might have the children make a tape recdtding (each child could
d!F1`..,

tell.Ahat he like be5t about the trip) 4014romise'to play it back

the next day.

Have a "bag of tricks" with Suggestions and supplies 'for unusual,

high-interest activities ready to leave with a substitute or aide for tifnes

when you have to be away unexpectedly. (You might want to use it your-

self on the day both your aides call in sick!) Then if a planned activity

just doesn't work out, there will be recipes to fall back on. (Y.ou can

even include some gimmicky ideas you'd usually avoid.)

If you know in advance that you'll be away for a vacation or conference,

tell the children before you leave, and talk about some of the thingslthey

will be doing while you're away. If possible, have your substitute come

in briefly a day or so before you leave so she'll at least be a little

familiar to the children.

You might keep a few notes about specific interests and needs of

different children to give your substitute: Marcy usually.gets sleepy

before naptime, so suggest that she curl up on the rocking chair in the

corner; Mike is interested in snakes right now -- he likes to tell people

that his pet snake is loose, but he really doesn't have one.

As you learn,to make the most of transition times, you may find that

the day goes by much more smoothly for you. And there's an important by-

product: by gradually encouraging children to take more responsibility

for choosing their own activities during in-between times, you'll be

helping them to become more self-directed and independent.

12
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PARENTS: A PLUS IN THE PRESCHOOL

When a teacher needs an "extra pair of hands" in the classroom, the

most likely candidate is often.one of the children'S parents.

With parent assistance, the teacher could take a little extra

time to help Billy begin a new project, or get together a packet of

activities to send home to Mindy, who's sick.

Parents, experienced in doing things 114th their own children, can

become invaluable to a program if a teacher makes them welcome.

Many programs alreaay have effective method's' for encouraging

parents to come to their preschool centers: through PAC (Parent Advisory

Committee) meetings, parent conferences and workshops, potluck suppers,

speg..aal programs children take part in , and arts and crafts activities

.

for parents. Once.,parents are at the center, teachers can explain

why it'§ so important for them to become involvedoin their children's

education.

It usually makes parents feel more welcome (and needed) if teachers

suggest immediately some specific ways they can help--both in and out

of the classroom.

Some parents may.not feel comfortable--particularly' at first--about

working directly with the children, but might be happy to help the teacher

by making puppets at home or collecting materials for collage or -

woodworking activities. Or they might like to do jobs'like these

in the classroom:

. Record attendance.

.
Assemble samples of children's work for booklets or displays.

13
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. Arrange'details forneighborhood field tripg.

. Help file pictures or collections of poems, songs, fingerplays,

and other activities.

Gather information for 'some of the reports teachers must do, such

as the number of children eating meals at school, types and n bers of

health services, etc.

. Prepare materials for class activities such as arty games, water

play, etc.

. Locate resources and materials for the teachers and for use with

children.

Other parents may be interested in working with the children immediately

and could be asked to:

Assist a small group of children (under the teacher's guidance),

witfp.a, language game or a short math or science activity.

. Read (or tell) a story or poem.

. Help the teacher with art and music activities.

. Be available to talk with and listen to the children as they

work. An adult can often extend a child's understanding of what he's

doing--or stimulate his curiosity--by asking a simple question like:

"I wonder what would happen if...?" or "Did you notice that...?"

During water play, for example, a parent might comment that water takes

the shape of its container, or ask Sally, "Do you think that aluminum

pie pan would still float with another block in,it?"

. Take charge of activities such as cooking, caring for pets,

fingerpainting, etc.

14
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. Assist during transition periods by supervising the clean-up of

one activity and/or preparation for the next.

. Help a child with activities such as counting how many red

cars or trucks pass by the window, lining up biggest to smallest

leaves, etc.

. Take one or two children on short trips in the neighborhood: to

see the new kittens at the house next door; to look for signs of

spring; to watch the bulldozer down the street.

. Help with arriVal atd dismissal times (putting on and taking off

clothirig, and getting children ready to go home).

. Be available in emergencies (taking a child to the toilet in

a hurry, soothing a child who skins a knee, taking charge if the teacher

should have to leave the room).

. Observe children as they work and let the teacher know if any

chiLdems to.need special attention.

It's important for teachers to remember that parents ,want a

good program for their children and are often willing to assist if

they know what to do and feel they can make a real contribution.

When parents working in the classroom at over-supervised, how-

ever, they sometimes feel that their efforts aren't appreciated.' There

are times when activities must be carefully coordinated, and structured

by the teacher. But whenever possible, it's best if a teacher can first

give parents some directions and then let them try the activity by

themselves.

Parent involvement cat' help both adults and children in a program .

15
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Teachers can learn from parents--as well as well as the other way

around. By observing the ways parents work with children and how the

children fespond, teachers often gain new insight about how children

learn. (Teachers watching parents interacting with children often see things

they miss when they themselves are busy with the children.)

Parents have a better,idea of what's happening in their children's

program, and incidentally acquire useful information about child develop-

ment by watching other adults handle child/4n in various situations.

And the children not only have the satisfaction if seeing their own

parents in the classroom in a new role, but also begin to learn that

home and school aren't so far apart after all.

16
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Postscript
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t

The Educational Resources Information Center/Early Childhood

Education Clearinghouse .(FRIC/ECE) is one of a system of 16 clearinghouses

sponsored by the National Institute of Education to provide information

about current research and developments in the field of education. The

clearinghouSes, each focusing on a specific area of education (such as

early childhood, teacher education, language and lingu sties), are

located at universities and institutions throughout th United States.

The clearinghouses search systematically to acqui e currOt,

significant documents relevant to education. _These research studies,

speeches, conference proceedings, curriculum guides, and other publica-

tions are abstracted, indexed and published in Resources in Education

(RI), a monthly journal. RIE is available at libraries, or may he ordered

from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office,

Washington, D.C. 20402.

Another ERIC publication is Current index to Journals in Education

(CUE), a monthly guide to periodical literature which cites articles

in more than 560 journals and magazines in the field of education.

Articles are indexed er:ubject, author, and jou'rnal contents. CIJE is

available at libraries, or by subscription from Macmillan Information,

909 Third Avenue, New York 10022.

The Early Childhood Education Clearinghouse (FRIC/ECE) distributes

a quarterly newsletter ($2.00 4 issues) which reports on new programs,

and publications, and RIE documents of special interest. For a complete

list of ERIC/ECE publications, or if you would like to subscribe to the

Newsletter write: Publications Office/IREC, Collegetof Education,

University of Illinois, 805 West Pen'sylvania Avenue, Urbana, Illinois.

61801. All orders must be accompanied by check or money order, payable

to the University of Illinois. Sorry, we cannot bill.
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ERIC CLEARINGHOUSES -- CURRENT ADDRESSES

CAREER EDUCATION
204 Curler
Northern Illinois University
DeKalb, Illinois 60115

COUNSELING AND'PERSONNEL SERVICES
The University of Michigan
School of Education Building ../(

Room 2108, East Univ. & South Univ.'
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104

*EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
University 'of Illinois
805 N. Pennsylvania Ave.
Urbana, Illinois 61801

EDUCATIONAL MANAGEMENT
University of Oregon
Eugene, Oregon 97403

HANDICAPPED AD GIFTED
The Council for Exceptional Children
1920 Association Drive
Reston, Virginia 22091

HIGHER EDUCATION
George WashingtonUniversity
1 Dupont Circle, Suite 630
Washington, DiC. 20036

INFORMATION RESOURCES
Sch6o,1 of Education, SCRDT
Stan ford. University

Stanford, California 9430S

JUNIOR COLLEGES
University of California
96 Powell Library
Los Angeles, California 90024

LANGUAGES AND LINGUISTICS
Modern Language Assoc. of merica
62 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York 10011

READING AND COMMUNICATION SKILLS
1111 Kenyon Road
Urbana, Illinois 61801

RURAL EDUCATION AND SMALL SCHOOLS
New Mexico State University',' Box 3AP
Las Cruces, New Mexico 88003

SCIENCE, MATHEMATICS, AND ENVIRONMENTAL
EDUCATION ,

Ohio State University
1800 Cannon Drive, 400 Lincoln Tower
Columbus, Ohio 43221 '1'.

SOCIAL STUDIES/SOCIAL SCIENCE EDucAuaw
855 Broadway
Boulder, Colorado 80302

TEACHER EDUCATION
.1 Dupont Circle N.W., Suite 616
Washington, D.C. 20036

,TEST, MEASUREMENT AND EVALUATION
Educational Testing Service
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

URBAN EDUCATION
Teachers College, Box 40
Columbia University
New York, New York 10027

*ERIC/ECE is responsible for research documents on the physiological,
psychological, und cultural development of children from birth through
age eight, with major focus on educational theory, research and practice
related to the development of young'children.
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